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The start of the New Year brings to mind two stories.  
 
The first is about Wayne Gretzky. What Pelé was to soccer and Michael Jordan to 
basketball, Gretzky was to ice hockey. His career was about as perfect as they come: 
multiple championships, endless records, universally considered the all-time greatest. But 
his first appearance in the National Hockey League finals ended in failure. Embarrassed 
after losing four straight games, he dreaded walking past the victor’s locker room, 
expecting to see a wild party. But the scene inside was quite different: players lying on 
benches, trainers wrapping wounds, everyone as silent as they were exhausted.  
 
Winning meant sacrificing so much that there was no energy left to celebrate.  
 
The second is about Raphael Lemkin. An all-around brilliant writer, professor, and 
linguist, in a different time he might have won awards during a long tenure at a great 
university. But as a Polish Jew in the 1930’s and 40’s, he devoted himself fully to 
protesting Nazi crimes. He is remembered today as the man who created the word 
“genocide,” a crime that, before him, had no name.  
 
Mainly because of his tireless activism, genocide was made illegal in the 1948 Genocide 
Convention, the landmark human rights treaty passed by the newly created United 
Nations. His work laid the foundation for the International Criminal Court, the creation of 
war-crime tribunals in Serbia, Rwanda, and Cambodia, even the very concept of 
international justice. After the treaty passed, reporters expected to find Lemkin jubilant 
and proud. Instead they found him alone and sobbing. Sitting in an empty assembly hall, 
all he could think about were those he had lost in the Holocaust. His victory was only 
possible, and only necessary, because of the deaths of millions.  
 
Victory didn’t look like victory.   
 
Fifty years ago, as the Cold War was heating up and the West was riding a wave of 
economic prosperity after winning a World War, the planet could be divided into easy 
categories. Victory often meant stopping the spread of an enemy, militarily defeating 
another nation, laying the foundations for a new era of diplomacy. The second half of the 
twentieth century was supposed to usher in an age of peace and prosperity, and at least on 
the surface the world appeared a simple place with simple problems.  
 
Those past hopes – that the IMF would eradicate poverty, that the U.N. would end all 
war, that the defeat of communism would lead to worldwide democracy – has given way 
to a far messier reality. The world has probably always been this complex, but it’s now 



far easier to see how difficult it is to keep people all over the world healthy, employed, 
and educated.  
 
It’s easy to lose hope. The Church of Cynicism and the Cult of Apathy earn a new 
devotee every time the U.S. indefinitely detains a Muslim man, each time Hamas and 
Israel exchange rocket fire, whenever a new statistic about drug violence in Central 
America is released. Everyday in Guatemala there are teachers, politicians, artists, 
volunteers, and journalists all fighting what seems like a losing war: lowering child 
mortality, raising literacy, preserving the past while embracing a globalized future.  
 
But victory does not always look like we think it’s going to look.  
 
The problems Guatemala faces today are messy, the answers messier still. But in fifty 
years, three things will still be true: Wayne Gretzky’s name will still be etched on the 
NHL’s championship trophy. The architects of the Serbian, Rwandan, and Cambodian 
genocides will have died in jail. And amidst those that chose cynicism and apathy in 
2013, there will be so many that chose to keep fighting.  
 
 


